
For years we have heard community
concerns related to research in Nunavut,

and the need to improve consultation and
engagement of Nunavummiut in research
processes. The use of technology in the
practice of research has been growing

recently, and can affect research
relationships, methods, and

communication. 
 

To gain insights on uses of technology in
research, I would like to interview

researchers who have held the most
research licenses in Nunavut over the years

in their respective discipline. 
 

The goal is to understand what
technologies researchers are using to

collaborate, conduct, and report on
their research.

 
You are invited to participate in an

interview (1 to 2 hours) to discuss the
technologies you have used in your

research and how they have evolved over
time.

 
 

See next page for details.
 
 
 

Evolving uses of technology in Nunavut
research practice

Project Overview

Objectives
Identify communication technologies
used by researchers to collaborate with
community partners;

Characterize technologies used to
conduct research in field- or
community-based research;

Describe technologies used for
reporting results and knowledge
mobilization;

Examine the infrastructure and
accessibility factors affecting
researcher choice of technologies;

Assess how technologies in Nunavut
have changed over time; and,

Are you a physical, health and/or social scientist who uses
technologies to collaborate, conduct, and report on your research?  

If so, we want to learn from you!

Explore objectives 1-5 through the
lens of each scientific discipline
(physical, health and social science).
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For more
information

contact: 

Supervisor of Stuart Anderson
Associate Professor
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario
gita.ljubicic@mcmaser.ca
(289) 659-2074

Gita Ljubicic

PhD Student, School of Earth, Environment, and Society,  McMaster University
anders36@mcmaster.ca   |   (416) 805-0620

https://straightupnorth.ca/making-research-work-for-nunavummiut/

Stuart Anderson

Interested in setting up an interview?

If you are interested in setting up an interview, please:

Respond to the email you received from Stuart Anderson (anders36@mcmaster.ca)

to indicate your interest in participating

Indicate your preferred platform for a video call (MS Teams, Zoom, etc.) or

phone call

Provide your availability for when is a good time to schedule the interview

Check your email for the confirmed interview time and connection link (or phone

number)

At the time of the interview, be ready in a comfortable, quiet location with your

computer or phone

Manager, Research Design
and Policy Development  
Nunavut Research Institute
Iqaluit, Nunavut 
Jade.Owen@arcticcollege.ca 
(867) 979-7202
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